
Welcome to the Department of Art and Design 

The Vision for all our students who study Art and Design:  

Students who study Art and Design at HLC will be successful, enthusiastic, and resilient and produce 

creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences. 

Students will become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture graphic and textile design 

techniques. 

Students will be inquisitive.  They will enjoy learning about great contemporary and traditional 

artists, craft makers and designers, and understand the historical and cultural development of their 

art forms.  

Students will learn to evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and 

design. They will develop an ability to interpret, make judgments and express opinions and show 

respect for the work others.  

Students will be inspired by the way, in which art and design both reflect and shape our history, and 

contribute to the culture, creativity and wealth of our nation. 

Our team aim to create a learning environment in which students feel they belong and are safe and 

supported in their creative journey. 

 

Click or tap here to enter text. 

We are proud of our students and their success: 

Measure 2017 2018 
Percentage of students achieving 4+ in 
Art and Design 

83.3 68.8 

Percentage of students achieving 4+ in 
Graphics 

82.6 76.5 

Percentage of students achieving 4+ in 
Textile design 

72.2 66.7 

Percentage of students achieving 5+ in 
Art and Design 

58.3 50 

Percentage of students achieving 5+ in 
Graphics 

34.8 58.8 

Percentage of students achieving 5+ in 
Textile Design 

38.9 28.6 

Average P8 for Art and Design 
 

-0.7 0.09 

Average P8 for Graphics 
 

-0.58 -0.28 

Average P8 for Textile Design 
 

-0.57 -0.5 

 

 

 



Curriculum Rationale 

Our KS3 Curriculum is divided into 3 specialist areas of Art and Design, Graphic Communication and 

Textile Design.  Students will complete a module of each in both Year 7 and Year 8.  Within each 

module, students will follow the design process of: 

• Record and Observe 

• Explore and design  

• Experiment and refine 

• Respond and present 

Each unit is designed to thoroughly embed this process in preparation for study at KS4. Students will 

also develop their practical skills and knowledge within each specialist area, exploring relative artists 

and techniques. Students will have the opportunity to use a wide range of media including software 

used in the design industry.   

KS3 unit order rationale (why we have chosen this order for delivering the course) 

KS3 students will study three modules of Art and Design in Year 7 and three modules in Year 8. These 

modules will be in rotation.  

The modules are as follows:  

 

Year 7 

 

Art and Design    The formal elements 

Graphic Communication  Paper Toy 

Textiles Design    Landscapes 

 

Year 8 

Art and Design    Native American Masks 

Graphic Communication  Zombie Illustration 

Textiles Design   Under the microscope  

 

KS3 unit priority rationale (what is your justification for how you have allocated the curriculum  

time) 

The modular rotation allows all students to cover specialised areas of Art and Design delivered by 

specialist teachers. The modules also directly relate to the GCSE options available at KS4, allowing 

students a wide breath of study and to develop the basic skills required for these specialist areas of 

Art and Design.   

KS4 optional offer (as appropriate – why are you running these particular courses?) 

At HLC we are fortunate to be able to offer a suite of specialist Art and Design subjects including 

GCSE Art, Craft and Design, Textiles Design, Graphic Communication and Photography. All GCSE 

course are taught by specialist teachers and with the specialist equipment. We aim to offer high 

quality courses that prepare students for further study post 16.  



KS4 order and priority rationale 

Click or tap here to enter text. 

The importance of Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural Issues: 

Art and Design naturally reflects the importance of SMSC within the school curriculum.  

Spirituality is encourage through the appreciation of the creative works of others as well as their 

own and the work of their peers. Celebrating success and achievement in lessons is often part of the 

creative process. Taking inspiration from the world around us often forms the basis of many of the 

themes we teach.  

Students have the opportunity to explore social and moral issues through their own work and look at 

traditional and contemporary artists who have explored such issues and themes through Art.  

Gaining an understanding of other cultures through Art is also an integral part of the curriculum and 

students have the opportunity to see various artefacts and cultural reference from different parts of 

the world.  

Students are encouraged to develop and explore their own ideas, interests and passions. Students 

explore their own identity and image  

Students are encouraged to show appreciation of and be inspired by the natural world.  

Click or tap here to enter text. 

Fundamental British Values for our students: 

Students study the work of various British artists and Designer in KS3 and KS4. Using the local 

environment is often a starting point for many students who explore their local surroundings and 

use this as inspiration for their studies, considering local landscapes, cities and cultures.  

Link to SMSC Tracker 

The concept of ‘cultural capital’ in Art and Design 

The very nature of Art and Design allows students to enrich their learning experiences through the 

exploration of the visual world. We aim to encourage students to understand visual language and 

how this influences society. In order to enrich students understanding of cultures around the world 

we offer opportunities to visit local, national and international Art Galleries.  Students will also have 

the opportunity to visit places of cultural importance and beauty in order to find inspiration for their 

own studies.  

Cross curricular opportunities to develop literacy and numeracy 

Literacy forms an important part of the curriculum as students are encourage analysing, annotate 

and write about their ideas, intentions and research. Students are encouraged discuss and present 

their ideas verbally and read around artists and designers to inspire their own ideas.  

Numeracy is also prevalent and students are often required to use skills such as measuring, 

multiplication and division when creating grids to aid drawing. Drawing also requires an 

understanding of perspective, angles and composition. Students will also use numeracy when 

creating repeat patterns using computer software.  



An international visit is now offered to students at KS4 in conjunction with the Language department 

in order to combine student’s experience of language and give them opportunity to visit 

international art galleries and cities, to inspire their learning and support coursework at KS4.  

Careers: Where can Art and Design take you? 

The study of Art and Design can lead to an exciting and successful career. The creative industries are 

ever expanding as with live in a more visual and digital age. Careers including, Architecture, Fashion 

Design, Advertising, Interiors Design, Illustration, media and game design, Graphic and Editorial 

Design, Photography and Jewellery Design stem from the study of Art and Design.   

Art and Design teaches transferable skills that are relevant in the modern work place and are 

appealing to employers. Skills including, research, development of ideas, independent learning, 

creative thinking, analytical thinking, communication, presentation skills, resilience and an 

understanding of the world around us are just a few aspects that are naturally developed through 

the course.  

Link to Gatsby Benchmark coverage in English 

 

Please click here to look at our curriculum coverage 


